Optimize Training for Customer Learning
The 7 key learning objectives for this session – optimize your training through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Getting their attention aligned with their desired outcome(s)
Sell the ‘To Be’ State
Quick wins are essential
Chunking
Scaffolding
Knowledge check self-evaluation
Celebrate their success

Obviously, there is much more detail to explore in each of these areas. I encourage you to take away 2-3
things and start modestly with implementing better customer education in your organization. My goal
is that you find these ideas helpful in saving your customers time to value but you should also find that
they can save you time in your day-to-day.
Solve the Customer Education Puzzle
We used the jigsaw puzzle as a metaphor for how folks naturally learn. Mirroring what goes on in
puzzle solving is a great way to optimize your training. To provide quick, effective and lasting learning.
•
•

•

Step One – Getting their attention is creating the overview picture – think seeing the puzzle
box in store – that’s an image of what I want (the To Be State)
Step Two – Sell the ‘To Be’ State – They need to be motivated to engage with your activity to
get the desired result (To Be State)
o Start the learning by showing them the overall process and how it leads to their desired
outcome.
o The motivation to tackle your training and get a desired outcome is critical.
o Successful learning has both skill and mindset components.
o Many studies have shown the impact of mindset on learner accomplishments – both
how far and how fast.
o Interestingly, studies have also shown that your mindset as the designer/guide for the
learning can have a very significant impact on how the learner fares.
Step Three – Quick Wins – Find something which you can quickly show them how to be
successful
o Sort the edges – a technique that is proven to be the best place to start – a quick win
o Note: you don’t have to know the big picture to start with the edges
o Quick wins are motivating – once you have the frame you will have a natural inclination
to work harder at getting the interior completed
o Sunk cost – I’ve invested this much – it would be a shame not to build on that
o What if your puzzle didn’t have straight edges (i.e. you can’t easily create quick wins)
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o

Pay more attention to building a positive mindset because the overall task is much
harder and it will be challenging for the learner to stay motivated

•

Step Four – Chunking This is a concept that will pay dividends for your customers and for you.
o What exactly is chunking? Your first reaction might be that it is breaking large amounts
of information down into smaller, bite sized pieces – and you wouldn’t be wrong.
o In fact, you probably have a natural tendency to do that already. Great!
o However, like many things in the customer learning domain, there is deeper science
behind this idea.
o Adopting a deliberate approach to chunking will pay much bigger dividends.
o From cognitive psychology we know that in this process individual pieces of related
information are broken down and then grouped together in a meaningful way. We
could go a lot deeper but for now, just understand that you can use this science to help
others learn more efficiently.
o Let’s look at a quick example. What if the task was to learn and recall this number
12151776 6 weeks from now?
o You might already have reorganized that 8 digit number as two simple to recall years
1215 and 1776. Even if the years are not familiar, you see 2 numbers now – not 8
o Another way you might recall the information is to turn it into a specific date –
December 15, 1776. Most of you would find the 8 digits easier to recall using that
memory device as well.
o Most of you would have a decent shot at getting it right if six months from now I asked
you to recall the number and I reminded you it was the numerical representation of the
last month, middle day in the year of the American Revolution.
o The point is you can help folks to organize and later recall important bits of information
by helping them to chunk it into meaningful groups of pieces.
o Remember in our puzzle we look at the big picture again as a frame of reference
o Then we looked for smaller projects within the whole (the individual cranes)
o As the learning designer, you need to work from the desired end (To Be State) back to
the achievable smaller portions (Chunks) and then group them in meaningful ways
o Each completed chunk adds to the body of knowledge in a significant way
o Each is a satisfying accomplishment that motivates the learner to continue

•

Step Five – Scaffolding - building new knowledge on already mastered or understood content
o Ask yourself – what does the learner already know that I can build on?
o Relate the learning chunks to this prior knowledge (e.g. jigsaw piece design)
o Provide best practice strategies that combine what you as the content expert know
works and what the customer already knows how to do
o Consider whether there are tools or sidebar knowledge that you can give them to
enhance their success – Sidelight learning that adds value – e.g.: the I�Hue iPhone
app
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o
o

Some learning is in a complex domain so learners will constantly need the big picture
reference to stay motivated and confident that they can and will succeed.
What is the effect of coming back to the project again?
 If they already have some cranes ready and waiting?
 If they have to start from the beginning again?

•

Step Six – Knowledge check self-evaluation (a means for them to know if they ‘got it’)
o Evaluations are extremely valuable to lock in learning so it can be more readily recalled
and applied
 This does not have to be a quiz - get creative about how the customer can
evaluate how well they have learned what you set out to teach them
 There is value in making it somewhat challenging. Research shows that effort
to recall learning aids in longer term retention
o As the designer your goal is twofold – support what they just learned and motivate
them by building confidence in their newly acquired skills

•

Step Seven – Celebrate success
o Always be providing check-ins and encouragement along the way but don’t let that
keep you from pausing and celebrating the results of learning when a milestone is
achieved.
o It should be your priority to know when and where those milestones occur.
 Certificates and other recognition
 Badges and easter eggs
 Gamification – although see the caveat that follows
 What most organizations superficially implement as gamification –
points, badges, leaderboards, etc. doesn’t really deliver on the promise
of this concept.
 If you are interested in gamification a good place to start is following
the work of Yu-Kai Chou and his book Actionable Gamification.
 Yu-kai prefers to describe gamification as human focused design. He
believes that true gamification is when we tap into 8 universal core
human drives.
 The history and effectiveness of elements like points, badges and
leaderboards according to Yu-Kai is in their ability to use these core
drives.
o Share success inside the organization. It’s often said that Customer Success needs to
become part of the DNA of your organization. Since effective customer education is
the foundation on which that success is built, sharing education success should be a
fundamental task in your organization:
o Who should hear about customer education successes?
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Sales teams should know – both for their ongoing relationships with customers
(upsells) and to encourage prospects with success stories, instilling confidence
that your organization supports customers in achieving their desired outcomes
 Development teams need to know – this is important to close the loop. The
better the design of your product/service the more effective customers can
learn to be
 Customer success teams need to know – No customer has ever succeeded with
your product or service without learning. Knowing what learning resources you
have created and how they are being used effectively is critical.
 Senior management needs to know – you need champions for learning in the
upper ranks of your organization. Show them how your programs put points on
the board for the organization as a whole
 Most of all, your customer community needs to know – you want the word of
Wow (Kathy Sierra) to be that your customers are more successful at achieving
results that matter to them than your competitor’s customers. You don’t just
have a better product, you create better (Badass) users.
Celebrate customers’ big picture outcome successes implementing your product or
service. Think: ‘We are the group that built the engines which made the trip to drop a
rover on Mars a success!’


o

Summary
Again, the seven key learnings we’ve breezed through ever so quickly are:
• Getting their attention aligned with their desired outcome(s)
• Sell the ‘To Be’ State
• Quick wins are essential
• Chunking
• Scaffolding
• Knowledge check self-evaluation
• Celebrate their success
I hope you’ve found at least 2-3 things you can take away and start implementing tomorrow in your
customer education program. And if I can be helpful in any way, I encourage you to reach out either by
– email : dhoward@momentstorm.com or call (778) 598-2523
– or even better let’s explore your specific challenges. Book a free call momentstorm.info/book-ameeting so we can talk about how these ideas might be implemented in your situation. Don’t worry – it
won’t be a sales call.
The biggest thing I would like to encourage you to do coming out of this session is experiment. Try
some of these things and see how they impact your training and your customer response. Keep and
refine what works to move the needle, drop what shows no indication of creating a shift. We are still in
the earliest stages of learning the best things online customer education can do. Be among the
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innovators that adopt an experimental approach – testing hypotheses, working outside of the box,
integrating the best science and creative ideas. Winning customer loyalty.
To Your Success!

For Additional Reference
•
•
•
•

Research: Bloom’s Taxonomy
Research: Gagne’s 9 Events of Instruction
CE Slack Community
CELab Podcast

Great Books:

•

The Course Design Formula – Rebecca Cuevos
Book: https://www.learnandgetsmarter.com/book/
Website: https://www.learnandgetsmarter.com/
Webinar: https://learnandgetsmarter.ewebinar.com/webinar/the-course-design-formular-master-class546

•
•
•
•
•
•

Actionable Gamification – Yu-Kai Chou
Badass Making Users Awesome – Kathy Sierra
Transform - A rebel’s guide for digital transformation – Gerry McGovern
Customer Education – Adam Avramescu
Make it Stick – Peter C. Brown , Henry L. Roediger III, Mark A. McDaniel
The Outcome Generation – Paul Henderson

Web Resources:

•
•
•
•

Karen Puzzles (Introducing Karen Kavett Puzzles - Karen Kavett)
Heroic Public Speaking – Michael and Amy Port
Mirasee – Teach Your Gift – Danny Iny
MomentStorm Media Inc. – Dave Howard

Special Offer Unlimited Laser Coaching - Limited Spaces Available
15 minute calls whenever you need them for one full year. We're just a
quick call away anytime you have questions or challenges with your
customer education program. You schedule a call and get back on track.
Want to learn more? Book a meeting We'll connect to understand your
situation and see if applying might be the right fit for you. We promise no
sales pressure.
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Five Myths of Customer Education
Here are my thoughts on "Five Myths of Customer Education". Areas where I see a lot of organizations
missing opportunity because they subscribe to widely held, but I believe incorrect, assumptions about
the purpose and implementation of a Customer Education program. The five myths are:
1. It’s challenging to engage customers with our educational resources
Your Challenge: All too often customers aren’t motivated to invest their time in learning what
they need to know to be successful with our product. People resist learning because it is
challenging and time consuming.
Solution: Build your resources to focus on delivering what your customers actually care about.
You are quite right to think that customers will resist learning how to use your product
successfully if that is the outcome you promise. Let’s be real…that is virtually nobody’s core
goal. What they want is like that old sales adage – to get something they don’t have or avoid
something they don’t want. In an organizational context these tend to be related to tasks they
are responsible for. So the first step is to make your learning task focused not feature focused.
Think of how you can build your learning to either move your customers toward tasks they want
to accomplish or away from those they want to avoid.
2. The goal of CE is to show customers how to be more adept with our product/service
Your Challenge: Okay, I get that everyone has other goals, but I still need the folks who use my
CE resources to focus on getting better with the tool. How do I engage them with learning the
ins and outs?
Solution: Spoiler alert - customers virtually never want to "get good at using your product".
There is always a larger context that they do care about. You need to show them how you will
support them in achieving that outcome. We are no longer talking about just tasks. We need to
consider the larger context outcome that the tasks they perform with your product/service
support. What does success look like for your better/best customers? Paint a “to be state”
picture of how their job life will be improved by getting better with the tool(s). The goal is to
become more inclined to think beyond the box your tool occupies. What do and don’t you know
about how your tool is getting results customers care about?
3. I’ve succeeded when we see high adoption and lots of certified users
Challenge: The metrics my organization cares most about are product adoption rates and
certified users. My CE should be focused on those success factors.
Solution: Well maybe, but it really depends…Let’s not confuse the metrics of CS with those of
CE. I’m not saying they shouldn’t be in alignment, but it is important to recognize that the way
you contribute is quite different. For CS the relationship as a whole with customers is what
matters. For CE the focus needs to be tightly on those things that contribute directly to the
learning outcomes part of the relationship. Let’s look a little deeper at certification as our
example. For CS certification means users are engaging with the product and as they become
certified, they have a vested interest in staying connected to the product. For CE building a
certification program can be a doubled edged sword. While it is something you are well
positioned to create, you have to be cautious that by its very nature certification can easily drive
your design back toward features and functions and away from tasks. The solution is to make
the certification as project based as possible. Show a completed project outcome of value and
earn certification. Don’t fall back on passing multiple choice quizzes as a benchmark. We’ll
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explore tactics to keep your CE focused on tangible outcomes rather than measuring abstract
knowledge.
4. Customers need to be patient about starting to see results
Challenge: Our tool is complex and it takes time to rollout and begin to see results from most
implementations. Customers need to understand that and give our education program some
time to show results.
Solution: Wouldn’t it be great if human nature worked that way. The problem is very few of us
are patient learners. We get discouraged easily when we don’t see quick results. Your challenge
is to provide some quick wins by breaking down the first few learning resources into smaller
chunks that lead to little victories. The problem is most CE programs are built on the tacit
assumption that initially there is a lot to learn and that everyone will naturally understand that.
The fact is we all come to learning with certain feelings and motivations that impact our
engagement from the very start. This touches on the topic of gamification – but it’s not about
just adding badges or the like. A better way to think of gamification is to redefine it as humanfocused design. Yu-Kai Chou’s “Human-Focused Design optimizes for feelings, motivations,
engagement and fun as the basic foundation for designing the overall system.”
5. High touch CSM’s matter most. Our customer education program is just one part of building a
strong customer relationship.
Challenge: I see that a good education program is something customers value but building
successful long-term customer relationships relies on so much more. I think of it as just one of
the arrows in my quiver.
Solution: Absolutely correct, there is much more to a CSM’s role than simply educating
customers. But do you think all the tools you have at your disposal are relatively equal in value?
What is learning? It is the foundation of all change, advancement and new behaviors. Has there
ever been a customer that achieved great success with your tool without learning? I’ll bet every
one had to manage some level of change to how they did things prior. Adopt different thinking
about where they are headed and what it would take to get there. Implement new behaviors to
reach the improvements they want with your product or service. I encourage you to take
regular opportunities to consider how approaching CE differently builds a stronger foundation
that is critical to success. We’ll look at how many of those elements actually rely on a strong
foundation of learning. The goal is simple. Consider how your CS program might be different if
it was based on the premise that everything CS does ultimately is easier when built off the
strong learning foundation that CE is best suited to provide.
Want to learn more? Book a meeting or give Dave Howard a call (778) 598-2523
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Taking your Customer Success Upstream

In this program we help your organization to prevent churn and build a better early warning system for
shortcomings in their customer relationships by looking ‘upstream’ from where most of their time and
energy is focused in the CS relationship. At a basic level an ‘upstreaming’ intervention project involves
four phases:
•
•
•
•

Discovering how and what the system actually is that your customers experience when they
work with you
Developing specific strategies for optimizing their journey and learning more about them
earlier in their relationship with you
Turning the strategy into a plan you will execute. This includes change management and I
reference the ADKAR model
Building the new program into your organization and the customer’s organization –
embedding it to ensure it endures and succeeds in the long term

Along the way you need to overcome three significant barriers that lead to the challenges you are
experiencing at the downstream point.
•

•

•

Problem Blindness – strategies for seeing what has been unseen. The unknown unknowns. The
process relies on gathering more direct information from many stakeholders. There is much
more that can be learned by bringing the right people together and looking at specific
customer realities. Too much is missed when only certain team members access general
information to formulate strategy. Start using data for learning rather than measurement.
Once you’ve learned enough to build your new strategies, the next challenge is that someone
has to own each part of your plan. Most often the major roadblock here is not a lack of
willingness to take on ownership but rather lack of clarity about who can and should be
responsible? What will success look like? How will everyone who needs to contribute to the
success of your strategy be able to assess how they and others are doing? This is partly ‘what
gets measured gets done.’ But it is also largely about communication and accountability.
The third barrier to successfully implementing your CoT program is providing the resources
and management to avoid Tunnelling. In most organizations there are scarcities – time,
resources and information – which hamper keeping focus on the bigger picture. When
resources are scarce – every problem is a source of stress to the system and the people within
it. You must have a plan to precisely target the right resources, in the right places and at the
right time.

Sound interesting? Book a meeting or give Dave Howard a call (778) 598-2523 to discuss.
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